A. Apustotico I C.S. Iliopotflos I R. Paige 2"3 ABSTRACT A CRCW PRAM algorithm is presented for computing the coarsest refinement of a partition of a finite set S of n elements with respect to a function f on S. The algorithm requires 0 (n) processors, O (logn) time, and and O (n logn ) space in the worst ease.
Introduction
We study the complexity (on a parallel c(mlputational model) of the "single-function coarsest partition" problem [t] : given a finite set S of n elements, a partition ~= {BI, Bz, "" , B~) of S, and a function f: S --) S, compute the unique partition ~ = {Q l, Q2, " " " , Q,n) of S that satisfies the following conditions: (i) n' is a refinement of n; i.e.,
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(ii) r( respects the fimctionf; that is, V QI ~ ~", 3 Q2 ~ ~ I f[Ql]~= Q2 (iii) rC is the coarsest partition satisfying conditions (i) and (ii); i.e., it has the fewest number of sets.
We use the computational model known as CRCW PRAM (Concurrent Read-Concurrent Write Parallel RA/vl). Processors are unit-cost RAM's that can access a common memory. More than one processor can concurrently read-from or write into the same memory location. Writing conflicts are resolved in general in a nondeterministic fashion, i.e., one processor at random succeeds. In one case, however, we will resort to a known technique to emulate a specific deterministic resolution of write conflicts, with no substantial penalty.
We measure the complexity of parallel algorithms by the pair (t, p), where t denotes the time and p the number of processors used by the ,algorithm; both parameters depend on the size nfthe input. The product t×p is said to be the cost of the algorithm; the cost of an algorithm is thus the running time of that algorithm on one process,'or c, nty.
1:~ the literature, severai sequential algorithms for the single-function and related partitiov, problems are described. ~n 19i, ?aige and Tarjan give an O(n) optimal algorithm for the single-function partition problem improving the worst-case ~mplexity bounds for the same problem given by Aho, Hopcroft and Ul]man in Ill. Earlier, Hopcroft in [5] gives an O(nlogn) algorithm for the many functions coarsest partition problem; i.e., the partition is required to respect a set of functions f l, " " " , fk; Paige and Tarjan in [ 10] give an O (m logn) algorithm for the relational partitioning problem; i.e., the refinement should respect a binary relation with m pairs. In this paper we will only consider the single function coarsest partition problem.
In [6] an algorithm on a CRCW PRAM for computing the coarsest refinement of a partition of a set S with respect to a function f is presented; it requires O(logn) time and O(n 2) processors. A modified version of this algorithm reduces the cost to O(n2) , where the time is O(n ~) for some 0 <x < 1. Ja'Ja' and Kosaraju [8] recently claimed a PRAM solution that rims in 0 (log2n) time with O (n) processors. In this paper we present an algorithm that requires 0 (logn) time, O (n logn) space, and 0 (n) processors, which improves the bound given in [6].
Outline of the Algorithm
We refer to the sets belonging to a partition as blocks. The B-label of an element x in S is said to be the index of the block containing x in the initial partition ~. The Q-label of an element x in S is said to be the index of the block containing x in the final partition ~'. Our algorithm makes use of the following lists (stored in the common memory of the CRCW PRAM):
(i) L B : Ls (x ) is the B -label ofclegnentx inS.
(ii) L@ : l~(x)istheQ-labelofelemer~xinS.
Om tigt~dfl~ emplcits ce, vmi~ pt~l~rties of fire inlmt fnmtion f. in pa,,tioziar~ it exptoi~ the ~llowing, easy~ ~ama, es of the ~aph ~¢f (the graph off it defined in the standard way; see Th. 2.1 below):
(i) Each connected component contains only one cycle with zero or more trees leading into and rooted in the cycle. (ii) Each tree can be partitioned into two parts -an "initial segment" and a "final segment'L A tree node x other than the root is said to be in the initial segment if and only if the following two conditions hold: (1) f (x) is the root r or belongs to the initial segment, and (2) x has the same B -label as f-t (r) n C, where I is the length (i.e., number of edges') of the path from x to r. if x does not belong to the initial segment, then it belongs to the final segmera. The criteria used by our algoritlma in order to compute Q-Fd~els of the coai~t partition of S are expressed in the following ~eorem. 3) Determine the Q-labels for the tree dements of the initial segments. 4) Determine the Q-labels for the tree dements of the final segments.
Finding the Set of Cycles and Labeling the Cycle Elements
All the cycles can be found in O(Iagn) time with O(n) processors and O(n) space on a CRCW PRAM using Tartan mad Vislddn's bientmec~,~ti componem algorithm [12] . The stages for labeling the elements of the cycles are as follows: 2.1) Compute the t.l.r, of the circular string (Lit(x), LB(f(x) ), "-, L~([ tct -l(x) ) ) for each cycle C. (We recall, incidentally, that there am O (n) seommial algofifltw_s for this problem; see~ in particular, [ t 1 ].)
